
NP3_Intro-U2 Vocabulary

a jewel: a diamond ring, necklace to develop a software

a necklace: a jewel worn around one‘s neck
We had nothing to do. We just hung around 
shopping malls.

a thief steals money, jewels, bags... The sun rises in the East.

a criminal case to sigh /a sigh - to breathe in and out loudly

to solve a mystery, a criminal case to intend / an intention – to plan, to want to do

to arrest a thief, to put him in a jail
Students are not allowed to use their phones at 
school.

an ancestor – a family member who was born 
before me

to imagine – to use your fantasy

I have a good relationship with my aunt. to arrange – to prepare, to organize

a stage of life: childhood, adulthood to admire a person, a piece of art

an award – Oscar, Crystal Globe to reverse – to go back, to change direction

Dinaosaurs went extinct 65 million years ago. to refuse x to accept an invitation for aparty

a disease: pneumonia, flu, jaundice to get married x divorce

To cure / a cure – help against a disease
People usually stop working and retire at the age of 
65.

shallow creek x deep ocean When in danger, animals run away or fight back.

far - further – the furthest planet is Neptun to cross a river, a street

old- elder - the eldest: My eldest brother is 18 years
old.

to wear clothes, glasses

I have my own phone. I don‘t need yours. The plane landed safely at the airport

I need a glass of water. I‘m thirsty. She made me an offer: 3 CDs for the price of 2.

man-made pond x natural lake to look forward to holidays, a friend‘s letter

naughty x nice children plenty of time 

prediction of the future loads of people

immediate decision thousands of years

to decide/a decision – to choose an alternative: 
Left, or right?

a piece of pizza

Main train station in Prague I am a bit tired, not much.

a result of an exam, blood tests
Harry Potter is a fictional character.



I had a ketchup spot on my shirt.
chest – a part of human body, protecting your heart 
and lungs

My room is a mess, total chaos. The surface of the ocean is 10 m higher now.

Drivers must pay a toll on the highway. Matthew is agood long-distance runner.

You need university education to get a good job. The Tube is the underground train in London.

survey of shopping or political preferences
He wants to meet at 10 tonight but by then, I might 
be too tired.

I can‘t swim and she can‘t swim either. I want no more beer. I‘ve had enough.

He is approximately 2 meters tall. There were loads of cars. The traffic was heavy.

We can possibly meet at 7 pm. I visited her three times during last summer.

discussion He will like the present. I‘m sure.

There was a big crowd of people in the square. Route 66 is the iconic road across the USA.


